Sensorineural hearing loss is one of the most common neurosensory disorders in humans. The incidence of SNHL is estimated to be 1 in 500-1000 newborns. In more than half of these patients, the hearing loss is associated with genetic causes. In Japan, genetic testing for the patients with SNHL using the Invader assay to screen for 46 mutations in 13 deafness genes was approved by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare for inclusion in social health insurance coverage in 2012. Furthermore, from August 2015, this genetic testing has been expanded to screen for 154 mutations in 19 deafness genes using targeted genomic enrichment with massively parallel DNA sequencing combined with the Invader assay and TaqMan genotyping. For this study we analyzed 717 unrelated Japanese hearing loss patients. The total allele frequency of 154 mutations in 19 deafness genes was 32.64% (468/1434) and the total numbers of cases associated with at least one mutation was 44.07% (316/717). Among these, we were able to diagnose 212 (30%) patients, indicating that the present screening could efficiently identify causative mutations in hearing loss patients. It is noteworthy that 27 patients (3.8%) had coexistent multiple mutations in different genes. Five of these 27 patients (0.7%, 5/717 overall) were diagnosed with genetic hearing loss affected by concomitant with responsible mutations in more than two different genes. For patients identified with multiple mutations in different genes, it is necessary to consider that several genes might have an impact on their phenotypes.
Introduction
Sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) is one of the most common neurosensory disorders in humans. The incidence of SNHL is estimated to be 1 in 500-1000 newborns [1, 2] . The hearing loss in more than half of these patients is associated with genetic causes [1, 2] . This form of hearing loss is extremely heterogeneous, with over 80 genes known to be responsible for non-syndromic hearing loss (NSHL-hearing loss in the absence of other phenotypic findings), although more than 140 loci have been mapped [3] . The genetic diagnosis of SNHL is becoming more important to its precise diagnosis for the prediction of the severity and progressiveness of the hearing loss as well as late-onset associated symptoms. Furthermore, such information is useful for the selection of an appropriate intervention.
In Japan, genetic testing for patients with SNHL using the Invader assay to screen for 46 mutations in 13 deafness genes was approved by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare for inclusion in social health insurance coverage in 2012. Furthermore, from August 2015, this genetic testing has been expanded to screen for 154 mutations in 19 deafness genes using targeted genomic enrichment with massively parallel DNA sequencing (TGE+MPS) combined with the Invader assay and TaqMan genotyping. We have recently reported the efficacy of this genetic testing protocol; i.e., TGE+MPS combined with the Invader assay and TaqMan genotyping, in identifying the responsible genes, and also suggested that it offered economic benefits [4] .
However, TGE+MPS analysis provides results for hundreds or even thousands of variants, including those of uncertain pathogenicity and variant annotation and interpretation of MPS data requires due caution.
From the point of view of social health insurance-based genetic testing, the cost-effectiveness and robustness of the results need to be considered. Therefore, we focused on the variants of 154 mutations in 19 deafness genes that have been identified and reported in the Japanese hearing loss population.
In this study, we aimed to show (1) the frequency of mutations by screening of 154 mutations in 19 deafness genes in Japanese hearing loss patients, (2) the efficacy of this protocol with regard to social health insurance-based genetic testing, and (3) the frequency of multiple mutations.
Materials and Methods Subjects
We analyzed 717 DNA samples from unrelated Japanese hearing loss patients enrolled from 53 clinical centers nationwide. All subjects had presumed non-syndromic SNHL. In this study, written informed consent was obtained from all participants (proband and their affected and unaffected relatives). This study was approved by the ethical committee of Shinshu University and each participating institution as described previously [5] . Clinical information and blood samples were obtained from each proband and their affected and unaffected relatives.
Methods
We used the Invader assay, TaqMan genotyping assay and TGE+MPS. There were two reasons why we performed the three tests simultaneously; first the Invader assay is superior in terms of cost for the detection of mutations in mitochondrial DNA with various heteroplasmy rates and, second, the TaqMan genotyping assay is able to detect KCNQ4 c.211delC mutations that are technically difficult to identify using the TGE+MPS employed due to their location in the extremely GC-rich region.
Invader assay. We first applied the Invader assay to screen for 46 known mutations in 13 deafness genes based on the mutation spectrum in the Japanese deafness population, the detail procedure for which was described previously [6] .
TaqMan genotyping assay. For additional screening, TaqMan genotyping assays for KCNQ4 c.211delC were applied for all subjects. The detail procedure was described previously [5] .
Amplicon Library
Preparation. An Amplicon library of the target exons was prepared with an Ion AmpliSeq™ Custom Panel (Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies) for 63 genes reported to cause non-syndromic hearing loss [3] . The detailed protocol was described elsewhere [7] .
Emulsion PCR and Sequencing. The emulsion PCR and MPS was performed with an Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine (PGM) system using the Ion PGM™ 200 Sequencing Kit and Ion 318™ Chip (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Base Call and Data Analysis. The sequence data were processed with standard Ion Torrent Suite™ Software ver 4.0 with the Hot Spot BED option as described previously [5] . After variant detection, variant effects were analyzed using the wANNOVAR web site [8, 9] .
Results

Frequency of the 154 mutations in 19 deafness genes
Variants identified using the three genetic tests are listed in S1 Table. The allele frequencies of each variant identified among the 717 patients and 269 controls are shown in Table 1 . In the group of 717 hearing loss patients, the total allele frequency of 154 mutations in 19 deafness genes was 32.64%(468/1434). Mutations were most frequently found in the GJB2 gene (18.76%, 269/1434 alleles). The second most frequent mutation was in the SLC26A4 gene (5.30%, 76/1434 alleles), followed by the CDH23 gene (3.97%, 57/1434 alleles); this result was generally consistent with the results in previous reports [6, 10, 11] . In this study, no EYA1, MYO7A, or POU3F4 gene mutations were detected in any of the 717 hearing loss patients. In the group of 269 controls, the total allele frequency was 5.39% (29/538 alleles), and the most common mutations in the controls were those in GJB2 (1.86%, 10/538 alleles). None of the controls in this study had hearing complications. The mutations identified from them indicated carrier status.
Diagnostic rate and clinical features
We identified 316 SNHL patients who carried at least one mutation in the selected deafness genes (44%), and diagnosed 212 patients with hearing loss of specific genetic cause (30%) among the 717 hearing loss patients. As shown in Table 2 , this genetic testing enabled us to identify the genetic cause of hearing loss in 21%, 43% and 30% of patients when segregated into autosomal dominant or mitochondrial, autosomal recessive or sporadic SNHL, respectively, among the diagnosed 212 patients. When classified by severity of hearing loss, the diagnostic rate was 43% among those categorized with profound, which is relatively high, but only15% in those categorized with mild SNHL. When classified by age-of-onset as early childhood (<6 year) or late (>6 year), the diagnostic rate was 41% in younger category, but only 16% in the late-onset cases. Fig 1 shows the distribution of number of patients with mutations in each gene according to hearing loss severity and age-of-onset. GJB2 mutations were identified in patients with hearing loss ranging from mild to profound. SLC26A4 and CDH23 mutations were frequently identified in patients with severe to profound hearing loss, whereas KCNQ4 gene mutations and m.3243A>G mutations were frequently identified in patients with hearing loss ranging from mild to moderate. Regarding the onset of hearing loss, mutations in GJB2 and SLC26A4 were principally found in the early-onset group. In contrast, most of the patients with mutations in KCNQ4, COCH or mitochondrial DNA were identified as late-onset. 
Frequency of multiple mutations
As shown in Table 3 , 27 patients (3.8% = 27/717) carried multiple mutations in multiple genes. In particular, mitochondrial mutations and mutations in the GJB2 gene were frequently observed. Of these 27 patients, 8 had mitochondrial mutations together with mutations in Social Health Insurance-Based Genetic Testing in Japanese Hearing Loss Patients other deafness genes, and 6 carried bi-allelic mutations in the GJB2 gene together with mutations in other deafness genes. Five of the 27 patients (in total 0.7%, 5/717 overall) were diagnosed with genetic hearing loss resulting from concomitant responsible mutations in more than two different genes.
Discussion
We clarified the allele frequency of mutations identified by the simultaneous screening of 154 mutations in 19 deafness genes in 717 Japanese hearing-loss patients. The overall diagnostic rate of the present screening platform was 30% (212/717). Shearer et al. surveyed 20 reports including 603 individuals with hearing loss of unknown causes tested with MPS and showed that the overall diagnostic rate was 41% (range, 10%-83%), although the rate varied according to various factors, such as sampling selection bias as well as the presence or absence of prescreening [12] . Using the same platform as that described in this paper, we have recently reported that the diagnostic rate of 52 consecutive deafness subjects was 40% (21/52) [4] . This indicates the diagnostic rate of our current diagnostic platform using non-bias (consecutive) samples is comparable to those of previous reports. The reason for the lower diagnostic rate in this study could be due to the focus on a limited number of selected gene mutations. As the testing is covered by the social health insurance, we selected 154 mutations which have already [12] . With regard to clinical features, when classified by inheritance, severity of hearing loss and age-of-onset, the diagnostic rate was the highest in autosomal recessive, profound hearing loss and early onset cases, respectively. This result reflects the fact that the most frequently identified diagnostic gene was GJB2, and these features are consistent with those of GJB2 mutations.
The frequency of multiple mutations identified by our screening of 154 mutations in 19 genes was 3.8%(27/717), and 5 patients were diagnosed with hereditary hearing loss resulting from multiple responsible mutations (0.7%, 5/717). Usami et al. reported that the frequency of combined (multiple) mutations identified by the Invader assay was 1.5%(4/264) [5] . Haung et al. reported a case who had double bi-allelic mutations in GJB2 and SLC26A4 from among 5964 Chinese hearing-impairment patients [13] and 6 cases who had co-existing mutations in GJB2 or SLC26A4 and a mitochondrial gene from among 5934 hearing-impairment Chinese patients (0.10%, 6/5934) [14] . The frequency of multiple mutations in this report was higher as we increased the number of screening mutations and genes covered by the screening.
The phenotypes of the cases with multiple causative mutations identified in this study seemed to reflect the phenotype of a more severe form of hearing loss (data not shown). However, when performing genetic counseling, it should be noted that many unknown genes and mutations might affect phenotypes. We previously found that cases with a mitochondrial m.1555A>G mutation in combination with heterozygous GJB2 mutations show more severe hearing loss than do cases without GJB2 mutations [15, 16] . Moteki et al. reported a hearing loss family caused by a P2RX2 mutation with a coexisting mit.3243A>G. They suspected that decreases in ATP production due to MELAS with mit.3243A>G might suppress the activation of P2X2 receptors [17] . Further, MPS has revealed the existence of digenic inheritance disease [18, 19] , and this phenomenon may have some synergic effect on the phenotypes of each patient. Autosomal recessive sensorineural hearing loss should have two mutations in different alleles of one gene and the risk of recurrence was 25% in any sibling. However, it is necessary to note that the risk of recurrence increases in patients with multiple mutations. Therefore, the screening of only one gene, such as GJB2 direct sequencing, is likely to underestimate the risk of recurrence as well as mislead researchers on novel phenotypes caused by the combination of multiple gene mutations.
Our study suggested that in simultaneous genetic testing of hearing loss was efficient and useful for the detection of pathogenic variants in multiple genes.
Conclusion
Our study suggested that this social health insurance-based genetic testing protocol was efficient in identifying responsible genes, We clarified the frequency of cases with multiple mutations in different genes and suggested that it was necessary to consider the fact that several genes might have an impact on phenotype in such cases.
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